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Investment Prospect
● Modena OÜ (modena) is looking to raise additional 

capital to finance hire-purchase loan agreements
● Hire purchase loan agreements are sold as Buy Now Pay 

Later (BNPL) payment options at the checkout of 
merchant´s web and physical shops

● Loan agreements are sold by Modena Estonia OÜ, a 
subsidiary of Modena OÜ, that develops and operates 
BNPL payment products

● Consumers can get instant credit decisions, with 
minimal friction when using Modena´s BNPL payment 
options

● Modena keeps credit defaults low, by using its 
advanced real-time automated credit scoring system

● For the next 12 months, Modena aims to grow its 
portfolio size to 5+ mEUR by lending to more 
creditworthy borrowers safely



Group Structure
● Modena OÜ is the issuer of the bonds and sole owner of Modena Estonia OÜ and 

Modena Payments OÜ
● Modena Estonia OÜ is licensed creditor by Estonian Financial Supervision and Resolution 

Authority (nr of decision 4.1-1/100) and pledges it´s loan portfolio and bank accounts as collateral
● Modena Payments OÜ is a payment institution licensed by Finantsinspektsioon
● Individual Shareholders of Modena OÜ are: Pirmin Tamm, René Oruman, Mattias Mölder, Oliver 

Matt, Richard Reim, Einar Arro. 
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Summary of The Issued Bond
Issuer Modena OÜ

Issue size EUR 1 000 000 (up to EUR 3 M)

Maturity 14.11.2025

Coupon interest rate 10-12%*

Issue price EUR 1 000

Subscription deadline Until 14.11.2022 17:00

Collateral pledge Claims pledge, account (LHV Bank)

Collateral agent LEXTAL Tagatisagent OÜ

1 year 2 years 3 years

0 - 9 999 € 10% 10,5% 11,0%

10 000 € - 99 999 € 10,5% 11% 11,5%

>100 000 € 11% 11,5% 12%

* Coupon 10% - 13% depending on subscription amount and period

Modena OÜ is issuing bonds to raise 1 - 3 mEUR of 
investment capital. Bonds will be backed by the 
borrower's assets as a form of collateral.

Modena OÜ will lend the raised capital to Modena 
Estonia OÜ, who as a licensed creditor will use the 
capital to finance consumer purchases through Buy 
Now Pay Later payment products. 

Modena Estonia OÜ as a borrower, will set its portfolio 
and bank accounts as collateral to the bonds. Collateral 
agent acts as security for performance of the borrower's 
obligations under the loan agreement.

If Modena Estonia OÜ is not capable of paying 
borrowed principal and interest to Modena OÜ, collateral 
agent has the right to take all necessary administrative 
and enforcement (for example take control of the bank 
accounts) actions and pay back the investors. 

“Investment capital is secured and controlled by 
3rd party vendors LHV Pank and LEXTAL ” 

https://ariregister.rik.ee/est/company/11554351/LEXTAL-Tagatisagent-O%C3%9C?search_id=bc429d7&pos=2


Portfolio and Transaction Track Record
● Over 20 000 agreements since May 2020, with an excellent consumer payment behaviour 
● Over 10 000 unique customers (65% customer return rate) 5% of total adult population of Estonia
● Fast growing network of over 300 merchants, incl. known brands such as Weekend Shoes, BENU, SANGAR, Gardest, 

Garmin, ISKU, KehaPood, etc.
● Innovative data driven credit scoring developed by Modena keeps approval rates high >70% and defaults below <2%

* estimates are calculated based on previous growth.

** Q2´22  currently represents April and May. Default statistics for June will be added at the end of November

Credit loss and and margin are calculated after the default loans are assigned to collection services. Loan agreements that have defaulted for more than 2 months are being sold to the 

collection services at 50-70% of total value

2021 2022

Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3* Q4*

Financed new 
purchases

80 739 € 570 539 €  603,905 € 880,121 € 979,211 € 1 300 000 €*

Number of new 
agreements

263 3 999 3 736 4 466 6 162 7 500

Agreements in 
default*

3 618 € 12 545 € 6 283 € 16 744* 22,230 €*

Default margin 0,71% 2,07% 1,39%** 1,71%* 1,71 %*

High approval rates >70%. 
Low default rates <2%

In each month 
1500 new 
customers use 
Modena´ 
services



Interest Payment Cash Flow Prognosis*

Q1-Q4 2022* 2022-2024*

Q1 2022 Q2 2022 Q3 2022 Q4 2022** 2022** 2023** 2024**

New Sales  603,905 € 880,121 € 979,211 €  1,280,000 €  3,743,237 €   11,229,711 €   22,459,422 € 

Accumulated portfolio    653,905 €  1,207,074 €  1,582,748 €    2,071,374 € 5,515,100 €  13,987,261 €    29,453,053 €

Interest revenue 181,172 €    264,036 € 293,763 € 384,000 € 1,122,971 €    3,368,913 € 6,737,827 €

Interest cost 36,234 € 52,807 € 58,753 €  76,800 € 224,594 €  673,783 € 1,347,565 €

Service fee costs  60,391 € 88,012 € 97,921 € 128,000 € 374,324 € 1,122,971 € 2,245,942 €

Credit loss 12,545 € 15,050 € 16,745 € 21,888 € 65,761 € 192,028 € 384,056 €

Gross profit 72,002 € 108,167 €    120,345 € 157,312 € 457,826 €    1,380,131 € 2,760,263 €

*Prognosis is updated on a regular basis and can differ actual numbers
**Future prognosis is based on previous performance
Conservative assumptions: Annual Percentage Rate (APR) to the client is 30%, Service fee cost 2-3%, interest cost 10-12%, default rate 2%. Modena is capable 
of servicing investor loans even with 2-3x higher (compared to market average) default rates.

“Modena can service investor loans even with 2-3x larger default rates”



Frequently Asked Questions
What happens if Modena OÜ cannot meet its obligations and pay back the investors?

Collateral agent acts as a security and has the right to enforce payments on behalf of the investors.

Why is Modena Estonia OÜ the borrower and Modena OÜ the bond issuer?

Modena OÜ as a parent company lends capital to country specific subsidiaries. Modena Estonia OÜ is a subsidiary, with a creditor license (decision nr 4.1-1/100 by 
Finantsinspektsioon) in Estonia.

What is Modena Payments OÜ?

Modena Payments OÜ is owned by Modena OÜ and is a payment institution with a payment institution license by Finantsintspektsioon.

Who are the owners of Modena OÜ and what is their experience?

Modena’s founders have an extensive industry (fin-tech and IT) experience. Founders have worked with well established organizations such as: Helmes,   IPF 
Digital, Bondora, E&Y, KPMG, LHV Pank, Bigpank, Elisa, etc. Founders are also the main investors of Modena and highly motivated in the company´ success.

How safe is the investment for investors?

Modena can assure that the investment capital is used to finance the loan agreements of consumers with good credit history and existing monthly income. 
Modena has made significant investments into building the legal framework that protects the investors for malicious activities. Please see the detailed terms and 
conditions for more information. Every investment is a risk.

Can I as an investor exit the investment agreement before the deadline?

Yes. An investor can surrender or trade the agreement to another investor.

Will Modena share regular economic data to the investors?

Modena values transparency. Modena will send out quarterly reports of relevant Key Performance Indicators (KPI-s) to the investors to offer transparent overview 
of how the company is doing. Quarterly webinars will be organized where all investors can ask questions.
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For questions or purchase offers

Mattias Mölder 

+372 5332 3932
or

mattias@modena.ee

Contact

Subscription deadline: 14.11.2022 17:00
Payment deadline: 14.11.2022 23:00



 Category Modena now Modena tomorrow

Payment products 
and financial 
services 

⬝ Modena Slice
⬝ Modena Hire-purchase
⬝ Bank-links / Credit card payments
⬝ Modena Flex (credit 48mo, pay as you want)

• Modena Slice
• Modena Hire-purchase
• Bank-links / Credit card payments
• Modena Flex (credit 48mo, pay as you want)

Sales and marketing ⬝ Merchants with our payment products are 
displayed on our website

⬝ Modena Marketplace for merchants who value additional 
sales and marketing channel. Merchants can sell directly 
on our web platform, payment services are free of charge.

⬝ Modena Aftermarket to reduce carbon footprint* 

Logistics and 
delivery

⬝ Not supported yet • Delivery platform for merchants
• Integrations with Omniva, Itella, DPD
• Integrations with couriers for instant delivery in larger cities

Modena now and tomorrow

* Modena Aftermarket will be a place to resell returned items and items with damaged packages.


